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EXTRAFOR : Automatic Extraction of Mathematical Formulas

Abstract

A method for automatic extraction of mathematical formulas from document images without character

recognition is described. This method operates into several steps. First, significant symbols of the formula are

labeled. Second, this  labeling is extended to adjoining symbols by using contextual. Finally, the formula is

extracted from the surrounding text by applying some syntactic rules. The primary labeling is realized by models

created at a learning step, using fuzzy logic. The average rate of preliminary labeling rate is about 95.3%.  90%

of mathematical formulas are well extracted from documents printed with a high quality.

Keywords

Document segmentation, Mathematical formula labeling, Fuzzy logic, Document segmentation, Contextual and

syntactic analysis.
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I. Introduction

A document may contain various kinds of components, such as text, image, graphics, and mathematical

formulas. Most image analysis systems cannot handle in the same time all these kinds of components. In fact,

these components, having different structures and typographies, need to be separated  in order to be analyzed

more efficiently by dedicated systems. This paper intends to present a system which will separate formulas from

the others components of the document. In fact, there is a wealth of mathematical  knowledge that can be

potentially very useful in many computational applications. But this material is not available in electronic form.

To incorporate such information into systems, there is too much typing work. So, it would be very useful to have

this information easily accessible in electronic form. Our major interest lies in ways to make mathematical

information accessible.

Mathematical formulas are present in scientific documents, either as isolated expressions, or embedded directly

into  the text. Thus, the first step in mathematics recognition is to identify where expressions are located on the

page. Recently, several researchers have proposed algorithms for recognition of mathematical expressions [1-

14]. They showed some sound recognition results. But the most work we survey assume that recognition system

begins with an isolated mathematical expression. An exception is Lee and Wang, who present a method for

extracting both embedded and isolated mathematical expressions in a text document [15]. Text lines are labeled

as isolated expressions based both on internal properties and on having increased white space above and below

them. The remaining text lines consist of a mixture of pure text and text with embedded expressions. These lines

are converted to a stream of tokens. Certain tokens are recognized as belonging to an embedded mathematical

expression. No details of this process are given, except that it is done “according to some basic expressions

forms”.

So several problems still exist in these recognition systems dealing with  automatic extraction of mathematical

expressions, faced to character font changing and writing errors. In this paper, we propose an new approach for

formula extraction  without recognition of their characters.

II. Objectives

It is convenient to note that mathematical formulas have a specific syntax that needs a precise knowledge of their

content and especially a sure spatial delimitation. In fact, they differ greatly from text since a line of text is one-

dimensional and discrete : characters are placed one after another on the same line when symbols in formulas
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may be under, upper, on the right and far, included in another, etc, with continuous distances. So, contrary to text

which has a linear structure, formulas obey to specific structure rules that escape from an optical reader.

To restore a planar structure to formulas, two solutions are often proposed: (1) recognition of characters, (2)

restructuring or labeling, and (3)  structure recognition. The first solution supposes that optical reader has

succeeded to segment formulas and is able to provide position of each  character. The second solution simplifies

the work since it segments formula in characters before to present the characters  individually to OCR. This

method avoids OCR segmentation procedures which are too general but it may be slower than the first. Notice

the few success of  the first method, we have experimented the second using an intelligent segmentation of text.

The idea is to do labeling at several steps : (1) extraction of lines, (2) location of isolated and embedded

formulas, (3) labeling extension and formula extraction..

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe difficulties to detect formulas, then we

present an overview of our system. The third section outlines our current approach. Finally, we briefly present

the results obtained and give a short conclusion and perspectives.

III. Difficulties

In a mathematical formula, characters and symbols can be arranged as a complex two-dimensional structure,

possibly of different characters and symbol sizes. This makes its extraction process more complicated even when

all the individual characters and symbols can be recognized correctly. Thus, formula detection is a difficult

problem for these reasons :

- Characters are written in spatial disposition, not always linear due to two-dimensional of certain formulas

such as fractions, matrices, integrals, etc.

- Characters sizes vary according to position ( subscripts, superscripts, sign of summations, products, integrals

or roots, etc) and context (fraction bars, brackets, parenthesis, etc).

- Cohabitation of several styles and polices which may complicate certain formulas typographies.

- Difficulties to define relevant spatial relationships between symbols due to their possible variations in

positions. In addition implicit indication of some operators by the spatial arrangement of their operands

instead of an explicit operator (case of implicit multiplication, subscripts and superscripts ).

- Difficulties to extract and delimit embedded formulas or those syntactically not correct.

- Presence of diacritical and punctuation sign that could be confused by subscripts and superscripts of

formulas.
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IV. System verview

Fig.1. shows an overview of the EXTRAFOR system that we proposed to automatically extract mathematical

formulas. We will detail  these different steps in the following.

Fig.1. General architecture of EXTRAFOR system

IV.1.    Extraction of CCXs

At this stage, the document is scanned, its image is straightened and its connected components (CCXs) are

extracted. These CCXs constitute the basic datum from which our system start its analysis. Each CCX is

described by co-ordinates of superior left (Xmin, Ymin) and inferior right (Xmax, Ymax) corners of its circumscribed

rectangle and the number of its black pixels.  From these information, the following parameters are determined :

- Height : H = ymax - ymin           - Ratio : R = W/H        - Density : D = NBP/A 

    - Width : W = xmax - xmin         - Area : A = W*H                                  where NBP : Number of Black Pixels

Extraction of CCXs

Extraction of CCXs lines

Classification of lines

Training

First labeling of CCXs

Document image Mathematical symbols

Heterogeneous lines Lines of isolated formulas

Second labeling of CCXs

Local context analysis

Context extension

Embedded formulas
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After extraction of CCXs, it is convenient to restrain ulterior processing to those susceptible to be among

symbols of formulas. Thus, we can improve precision and  speed of their extraction. CCXs filtering is based on

their area and ratio to part noise, diacritical, punctuation signs, graphs, horizontal and vertical separators.

IV.2.    Extraction of CCX lines

This stage consists in grouping horizontally adjacent CCXs in order to extract lines of  document image. First,

CCXs are sorted by ascending Ymin. Then, line co-ordinates (Xminl, Yminl, Xmaxl, Ymaxl) are updated from CCXs

having a common intersection of their heights. Once a set of CCXs is associated to a particular line, we can sort

them by ascending Xmin. After that, it is convenient  to group CCXs of non linear formulas as numerators and

denominator lines of fractions as well as limit expressions of summations or products. In fact, they may be

separated after CCX line extraction step as seen in Fig.2. Thereby, CCX line fusion phase needs results of CCXs

preliminary labeling and proximity study of CCXs .

Fig.2. Examples of CCX line fusion

It imports to note that CCX line extraction is one determinant step for what follows. Indeed, it allows to

distinguish between isolated and embedded formulas. Thus, CCX  labeling methods will not be the same. For

isolated formulas, we restrict on CCXs preliminary labeling to check the presence of functional symbols,

integrals signs and horizontal fraction bars allowing fusion of miss-separated CCX lines while for embedded

formulas, a secondary labeling of CCXs is necessary to extend context of their CCXs and delimit their space.

IV.3. Primary labeling of CCXs

A label is attributed to each component according to  the role it could play in the formula composition. We will

distinguish between functional symbols (summations or product signs), integrals and radical signs, horizontal

fraction bars, small and great delimiters, arithmetic operators, subscripts and superscripts. To identify these

� Example of fractional formula � Skew correction and CCX extraction

� CCX lines extraction � CCX lines fusion
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different types of mathematical symbols, we have thought to topographic, morphologic and typographic

classification of their CCXs.

IV.3.1. Topographic classification

Six categories of CCXs are proposed based on their position from central band of line :

- Overflowing :  relative to CCXs with stem and jamb such as summation, product, root, integral signs and vertical

great delimiters.

- Ascending : relative to CCXs with only stem like small delimiters and special signs +, *, /.

- Descending : relative to CCXs with only jamb like certain subscripts.

- Centred : relative to CCXs without stem and jamb as sign of subtraction and horizontal fraction bar.

- High : relative to CCXs that remain always over basic line like superscripts.

- Deep : relative to CCXs placed at inferior text zone such as subscripts.

Lines central band compute is made by horizontal projection of Ymin and Ymax of CCXs belonging to the same

line. Thus, Yminbc and Ymaxbc of central band correspond respectively to maximal projection values of Ymin and

Ymax .

Fig.3. Topographic classification of CCXs

IV.3.2. Morphologic classification

Morphologic classification is based on ratio measure (R) and it considers the flowing  classes :

- Very lengthened : concerns CCXs of horizontal fraction bars and horizontal great delimiters.

- Lengthened : concerns signs of subtraction.

- Large : concerns roots symbols.

- Squared : concerns arithmetic operators like '*', '+' or some functional symbols as '∑’ and ‘∏ '.

- Great : concerns class of CCXs with stem or jamb as some functional symbols.

- Extensive : concerns class of small delimiters as brackets and parenthesis in text.

- Very extensive : concerns class of integral symbols and vertical great delimiters of vectors and matrix.

Fig.4. Morphological classification  of CCXs

Centred

Descending

Heigh

Overflowing
Ascending

Extensive

Lengthened

Very lengthened

Squared

Great
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IV.3.3. Typographic classification

Typographic analysis is based on density (D) and area (A) and permits to classify  components  in  several

categories  such as :

- Few dense : relative to CCXs of some horizontal and vertical great delimiters, certain summation , product and

radical symbols.

- Dense : relative to CCXs of some small delimiters and arithmetic operators.

- Very dense : relative to CCXs of signs of subtraction, horizontal fraction bars, some small and great delimiters.

It is also possible to classify CCXs areas by referring to the most frequent area of CCXs which corresponds to

characters of text :

- Normal : concerns area of CCXs of the main text characters or those of mathematical symbols placed in

subscript or superscript position.

- Reduced : concerns area of  subscripts and superscripts.

- Very reduced : concerns area of CCXs placed at sub subscripts or sub superscripts positions or signs of

subtraction.

- Enlarged : concerns area of functional, integral symbols and great delimiters.

Fig.5. Typographic classification  of CCXs

IV.3.4.   Rules of CCXs labeling

We have formalized our observations by traducing them in labeling rules. We have distinguished 9 classes of

mathematical symbols FS : Functional Symbol ( summations or product signs), RS : Root symbol, IS : Integral

symbol, HFB : Horizontal Fraction Bar and horizontal great delimiters, VGD: Vertical Great Delimiter, SD :

Small Delimiter, BO : Binary Operator (sign of subtraction) which are explicit symbols and SBS : Subscript and

SPS: Superscript which are implicit symbols. The following rules have been obtained  for a symbol S:

- LR1: if Topography(S)= "Overflowing" and Morphology(S)= ("Squared " or "Great") and Area(S)= ("Enlarged"  or

"Normal") then Label(S) =  "FS".

- LR2: if Topography(S)= "Overflowing" and Morphology(S)= "Very extensive" and Area(S)= "Enlarged" then

Label(S)= "IS".

- LR3:  if Topography(S)= "Overflowing" and Morphology(S)= "Large" and Area(S)= "Enlarged" then Label(S)= "RS".

- LR4:  if Topography(S)= "Centered" and Morphology(S)= "Very lengthened" and Area(S)=("Normal" or "Enlarged")

and Density(S)=("Dense" or "Very dense") then Label(S)=  "HFB"

- LR5:  if Topography(S)= "Centered" and Morphology(S)= "Lengthened" and Area(S)=("Reduced" or "Very

reduced") and Density(S)= "Very dense" then Label(S)= "BO".

Dense, Enlarged Dense, Reduced
Dense, Normal

Very dense, Very reduced Very dense, Normal
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- LR6:  if Topography(S)= "Overflowing" and Morphology(S)= "Very extensive" and Area(S)= "Enlarged"  then

Label(S)= "VGD".

- LR7: if Topography(S)= "Overflowing" and Morphology(S)= ("Extensive" or ”Ascending”) and Area(S)= "Normal"

then Label(S)= "SD".

- LR8: if Topography(S)= ("Deep"  or “Descending” ) then Label(S)= "SBS".

- LR9: if Topography(S)= ("High" or “Ascending”) then Label(S)= "SPS".

As we have met difficulties to find central bands of two dimensional formulas, generally placed out of text, and

to classify their CCXs based on their topography, we have thought of  first and rapid CCX labeling based only

on their  ratios, densities and areas. In case of type symbol ambiguity, we  proceed by a secondary labeling for

embedded formulas which uses results of  CCX topographic classification.

IV.4.    Mathematical symbol training

To identify mathematical symbols, the system must analyze the most possible number of symbols deducted from

different scientific documents to extract ranges of ratio, density and area of their CCXs. These intervals being

representatives of symbol type.

In fact, to create the models base, we have looked for criteria deduced from different types of mathematical

symbols that are invariable by the inclination, document change and which take different values according to

type of symbol. The list of these criteria will be able to be extensive in the future. It is currently constituted of

ratio, density and area. To have an assessed idea of similarity that can exist between different typographies and

morphologies of the same symbol, we have take a sample of mathematical symbols with different polices

(symbols deduced from a varied set of mathematics documents), sizes (Normal, reduced and enlarged symbols)

and styles (normal, italic, bold). For each instance of symbol, values of these criteria are calculated, observed

and only inferior and superior boundaries are retained.

IV.4.1. Training results

We have studied 100 symbols of each type (FS, RS, IS, HFB, VGD, SD and BO). Next results have been

obtained. Only inferior and superior boundaries values of ratios, densities and area have been preserved.
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Type Ratio Area Density

of symbol Inf. boundary Sup. boundary Inf. boundary Sup. boundary Inf. boundary Sup. boundary

FS 0.26 1.64 198 3900 0.23 0.48

RS 1 7.94 1435 47850 0.05 0.2
IS 0.16 0.69 660 8832 0.10 0.29

HFB 8 87.71 138 6336 0.14 1
VGD 0.05 0.26 345 4840 0.14 0.70
SD 0.06 0.41 116 990 0.22 0.93
BO 4 13.5 42 125 0.62 1

Models base of mathematical symbols

IV.4.2.   Fuzzy identification of CCXs

To improve performances of EXTRAFOR system and solve certain ambiguities that may be observed after

preliminary labeling of CCXs, we have introduced degrees of membership to different symbols classes. In fact,

when training  mathematical symbols, for each criterion and each type of symbol, we have retained a minimal

and maximal value. Consequently, a measure belongs or does not belong to interval, in other words, its

membership degree to one class is zero or one. The questions that we have asked : is there a function that traduce

the membership of one measure to an interval and how we can translate the non uniformity of  measures

distribution in an interval ?

The idea is no longer to keep only inferior and superior boundaries of each interval but the whole of measured

values. Thus, we can constitute corresponding histograms. The abscissa represents all classes of possible values,

in others words the whole measured values shared in regular width intervals, and ordinate is relative frequency,

that is the number of measures belonging to a class, divided by the total number of measures. The ordinate can

be seen as membership degree of a class to a fuzzy set. This degree vary between 0 and 1. The generated

histograms have to be the most representative as possible of the phenomenon that we want to represent, so the

closest possible to a continuous function. The following graphs show fuzzy histograms produced by

EXTRAFOR system according to ratio, density and area criteria of functional symbols.

Fig.6. Fuzzy histograms of FSs
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According to first histogram, we can conclude that morphology of most FSs is great or squared. Indeed,  96/175

so 54% of the sample have ratio between 0.5 and 0.8. Moreover, 53/175 that is 30% of the sample have ratio

between 0.8 and 1.  The second histogram means that FSs are few dense since their maximal density does not

exceed 0.5. Finally, the last histogram expresses that majority of FSs have enlarged area.

To identify mathematical symbol represented by its CCX, each criterion values are calculated. By referring to

histograms of each type of symbol, we keep each time the value of membership degree of the candidate region:

R to a type of symbol: S according to one criterion: C that is MDRS(C). We keep then, for each type of symbol,

the minimal membership degree of that region according to three criteria. We take finally their maximal value.

Thus, the membership degree of the region R to symbol of type S, that is MDRS, corresponds to the next value :

MDRS = max S (min C (MDRS(C))).

IV.4.3.   Example of fuzzy identification

This table presents an illustrative example of fuzzy identification of one small delimiter. Its CCX have a ratio of

0.270, a density of 0.323 and an area of 418.

Type of symbol Ratio Density Area Minimum

FS 0.04 0.16 0.22 0.04

RS 0 0 0 0
IS 0.40 0 0 0

HFB 0 0.12 0.76 0
VGD 0 0.36 0.20 0
SD 0.35 0.44 0.49 0.35
BO 0 0 0 0

Maximum 0.35

Label SD

The label obtained by our system corresponds to the true type of symbol although there is a confusion with class

of functional symbols. But, it is clear that membership degree of this region to class of small delimiters (0.35) is

superior than the one of functional symbols class (0.04).

IV.4.4.  Results of fuzzy identification

To have an idea about the average rate of the first labeling step, we have formed a test sample for each type of

symbol. After their fuzzy identification, we have computed the number of well labeled symbols, the number of

mislabeled symbols and finally the number of symbols not labeled as shown in the next table. Thus, the average

rate of first labeling of CCXs is about 95.3%.
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FS RS IS HFB VGD SD BO No label
110 FS 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
12 RS 0% 84% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 16%
45 IS 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
56 HFB 0% 0% 0% 92% 0% 0% 3% 5%
93 VGD 0% 0% 2% 0% 96% 0% 0% 2%

104 SD 1% 0% 2% 0% 2% 95% 0% 0%
40 BO 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0%

Fig.7. shows results obtained after preliminary labeling of some CCXs of the following mathematical formulas:

Fig.7. Results of fuzzy identification
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N°
MF

Total of mathematical
symbols

Number of well
labelled symbols

Number of
mislabelled symbols

Number of non
labelled symbols

First labeling rate

1 10 9 1 0 9/10=90%
2 6 6 0 0 6/6=100%
3 12 12 0 0 12/12=100%
4 11 11 0 0 11/11=100%
5 9 7 0 2 7/9=77%

We have not included arithmetical operators such as +, * and / in the model base because they can be easily

confused with characters of text. The mislabeled CCXs correspond to those which overlap with adjoining CCXs

or those are filtered. The main met ambiguities are confusion between some character or digits with functional

symbols or small delimiters. To avoid those ambiguities at CCXs lines fusion step, we have fixed a threshold

value under which the result will not be taken into account.

V. Classification of CCXs lines

After preliminary labeling of CCXs belonging to the same line, it invites to regroup CCXs of not linear formulas.

For that reason, we must detect functional symbols and merge their inferior and superior limits, similarly for

numerators and denominators of horizontal fraction bars. At CCX line fusion step, we study CCX proximity that

is the distance between CCXs of current line and those of neighbor lines. After this step, it is possible to locate

two dimensional formulas generally placed out of text, such as fractions, summations, products,  integrals or

roots expressions, vectors or matrix according to their lines height which is superior than average height of lines.

Moreover, these isolated formulas are often centered that is the distances that separate them from the right and

left margins are almost equals. Problem of automatic extraction of isolated formulas is then resolved what

restrain next stages to heterogeneous lines in which we can find embedded formulas. In addition, we decide to

abandon processing of formulas which are very linear since they can be recognized by OCR systems.

VI. Secondary labeling of CCXs

It concerns CCXs of heterogeneous lines. It is finer labeling of CCXs, belonging to the same line, in which we

have considered their position from central band to solve certain ambiguities observed after their preliminary

labeling. Indeed, topographic classification of explicit symbols distinguish between functional symbols and

characters or digits similarly between integral symbols and oblique fraction bars since integral and functional
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Fig.8. Example of mathematical formula

symbols are overflowing while characters, digits and oblique fractions bars are not. The next example confirms

what we have concluded. Empty cases refer to not labeled CCXs which are simple characters.

a 2 - - B 2 + c 2 - 2 b c c o s A
First

Labeling
FS BO BO FS FS FS FS BO FS FS FS FS FS FS

Second
Labeling

SUP BO BO SUP SUP BO

First and second CCXs labeling of formula shown in Fig.8.

However, topographic classification of implicit symbols do not usually classify subscript as deep CCX and

superscript as high CCX. In fact, subscripts can be descending components and superscripts ascending ones. It is

the case of  “x1” in Fig.9.,

Fig.9. Example of embedded formula

 To compute those cases, a training phase of subscripts and superscripts relationships is necessary.

Once, mathematical symbols are well labeled, their criteria values will be taken into account in the generated

fuzzy histograms to update membership degrees of the different classes. This process make the mathematical

symbols step incremental.

VI.1. Training of  mathematical relationships

The relationships among symbols of mathematical formula depend on their relative positions and sizes. For

example, in the expression “a2”, “2” is the superscript of “a” representing the square of “a”. However, in “a2” 2 is

the subscript of “a” representing only a variable name. Although, it is sometimes unusual, “a2” can be used to

represent the multiplication of “a” and “2”. By observing CCXs of heterogeneous lines, we have noted that the

same pair of CCXs may not correspond to the same relationship and vice versa. For example, for the same pair

of CCXs given in Fig.10.�, the first pair of CCXs are related by subscript relationship while those of second

pair are not. In the other hand, the same relationship can not correspond to the same pair of CCXs. For example,

Fig.10.�‚ presents two different pair of CCXs although their CCXs are related by the same subscript

relationship.
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Fig.10. Examples of CCXs pairs

Thus, training stage of subscript and superscript relationships has to consider two characteristics :

- Relative size of CCXs, represented by the parameter : X = RS/LS, where RS: Right component Size while

LS is Left component Size. We distinguish then 3 zones in the definite space of X :

- X < 0.8 : size of right component is inferior than the left one (case of � and � in Fig.11.).

- 0.8 ≤ X < 1.2  : two components have, almost, the same size (case of �and � in Fig.11.).

- X ≥ 1.2 : Size of  right component is superior than the left one (case of � and � in Fig.11.).

- Relative position of CCXs, represented by the parameter : Y = D/LH, where D the distance that separates

the top of the right component to the button of the left component.

Fig.11. Examples of subscript and superscript relationships between CCXs

The next table shows results obtained after training phase of subscript and superscript relationships using

criterion of relative size and position between successive CCXs :

Relation type Sample size Inf. boundary of X Sup. boundary of X Inf. boundary of Y Sup. boundary of Y
SBS 44 0.12 0.98 0.13 0.76
SPS 27 0.20 1.03 1.05 2

VI.2.      Fuzzy histograms of mathematic relationships

We present fuzzy X and Y histograms generated by EXTRAFOR for subscript and superscript relationships.

According to those graphics, the majority of subscripts and superscripts have the same or an inferior size than

their left component and rare those having a superior size. The relative position of subscripts is mainly between

0.34 and 0.55 that is the distance which separates the top of the subscript to the button of its left component is

too less than the height of the left component. Thus, most subscripts are at the inferior zone of their left

component. Oppositely, for superscripts, we note that most superscripts are at the superior zone of their left

component since their relative position exceed 1.

��

� � � � � �
D

D
D DD

D
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Fig.12. Fuzzy X and Y histogram of SUB and SUP

VII.     Local contextual analysis

Mathematical formula can be seen as set of regions having possibility to spread on the right and the left. Initially,

these regions are in fact CCXs of formula. Then, by ascending successive fusion, these regions will include

others neighbored regions in such a way to separate formulas from other components of document. Notice that

formula is a collection of regions horizontally arranged, each of them can contain smaller regions vertically

arranged, we apply the next rules to switch from the two dimensional to the one dimensional form of formula by

a recursive grouping of its symbols.

- R1: If two consecutive regions are related by subscript or superscript relationship then their fusion is a formula of

subscript or superscript having the same probability to be extended at left or right.

Fig.13. Pair of regions related by subscript and superscript relationships

-R2: If there are regions related by diagonal (subscript or superscript) or vertical relation with a functional symbol then

their fusion is a functional formula having a great  probability to be opened at right.
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Fig.14. Fusion of regions in relation with a FS

-R3: If an integral symbol is related by diagonal or vertical relation with a second region then their fusion is an integral

formula having a great probability to be opened at right.

Fig.15. Fusion of regions in relation with an IS

-R4: This rule melt regions of numerators and denominators to their horizontal fraction bar. The result is a fractional

formula having the same probability to be extended at left or right.

Fig.16. Fusion of regions in relation with HFB

-R5: If a root symbol enclose others regions then their fusion is a radical formula having the same probability to be

extended at left or right.

Fig.17. fusion of regions in total overlapping with a RS

-R6: Each region enclosed inside a pair of vertical great delimiters should form a matrix formula having the same

probability to be extended at left or right.

Fig.18. fusion of regions in relation with two VGD

-R7: A sign of subtraction, a subscript or a superscript  enclosed inside a pair of small delimiters should form a formula

having the same probability to be extended at left or right.

Fig.19. fusion of regions in relation with two SD
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VIII.    Extension of context

It is about to apply fusion rules to assemble different parts of formulas delimited by previous step.

- R1: Two horizontal adjacent formulas constitute one formula having the same probability to be extended at left or

right. 

Fig.20. fusion of two formula horizontally djacents

-R2: If a sign of subtraction is enclosed inside two remote formulas belonging to the same line then their fusion is one

formula having the same probability to be extended at left or right.

Fig.21. fusion of two remote formulas

-R3: If one formula is found between two small delimiters  then  it can be extended at left and right to enclose them.

Fig.22. Extension of one formula

-R4: This rule extends the context of an integral formula to reach the next of one great and ascending region with

normal size which represents the ‘d’ of an integral expression.

Fig.23. Extension of integral formula

-R5: This rule extend a functional formula to reach one region identical to the one which represent the inferior limit.

Fig.24.Extension of functional formula

IX. Experiments
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In order to demonstrate the flow of our ideas, we have concentrated on developing a prototype to handle

segmentation of mathematical documents. The following images illustrate the method that we have proposed to

automatically extract formulas.

Fig.25.Image of mathematical document to be segmented

Fig.26.Image of document after CCX lines extraction and fusion

Fig.27.Image of document after extraction of its formulas

X. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method to extract formulas automatically from images of mathematical

documents without using an OCR system. We have shown that introduction of fuzzy logic at mathematical

symbols and relationships training step has provided best results compared to binary training. This labeling has

been useful to identify symbols and consequently to delimit formulas by a contextual analysis of their CCXs.

Thus, we have been able to separate them from other components of document.
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